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Introduction
• Secondary transportation: 20-50% of entire operational costs
• Secondary: from landing sites to the gate (processing facilities or
manufacturers)
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Secondary transportation
Road system

• Most common system
• Favored by vast
infrastructure development

Rail system

• Operated by few big
companies in Maine
• Practiced in Europe and
southern US

Water system

• Federal clean water Act,
1972
• Maine1976 Act for banning
log drive
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Forestry and Trucking in Maine
• Highest forested state in the US
(Jin and Sader, 2006)

• Estimated economic impact:

- $8.5b to GDP
- 4.13% employment
(Anderson III and Crandall, 2016)

• 2300 loaded trucks per day
• 3000 log truck drivers out of
total 8500 heavy truck drivers
(MFPC, 2013)

• Northeast states had higher
transportation distance and cost
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Rationale
• Five Mills closed in the last two years
• Problems faced are well-known
• Solutions involves multiple entities within the industry and
government agencies
• Helps policy makers in comprehending the situation and
formulating policies
• Even a small increase in trucking efficiency can be very
productive in the long-run

(Lilieholm et al., 2010)
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Objectives
• Document and rank challenges related to forest trucking in Maine
• Analyze field level suggestions from closely related stakeholders to solve
challenges

Methods

• Document and rank challenges related to forest trucking in Maine
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Results
• Total questionnaire: 285
• Response: 89 (31.22%)
Respondents’ Characterisitics
Characteristics
Affiliation

Categories
Company (pulp & paper enterprises, and land
owning & Managing )
State or federal agencies
Contractor
Others (Researchers, academics and unspecified)
Work experience in forestry Less than 10 years
10 to 15 years
sector
15 to 20 years
20 to 25 years
25 to 30 years
More than 30 years
Average work experience
Major forest products dealt Sawlogs/Speciality
Pulp/groundwood
with
Biomass (hogfuels)
Wood chips

Total n (%)
65 (73.1)
13 (14.6)
6 (6.7)
5 (5.6)
17 (19.1)
12 (13.5)
11 (12.3)
14 (15.7)
7 (7.9)
28 (31.5)
22 years
36 (40.4)
28 (31.5)
13 (14.6)
12 (13.5)
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Results
• 11 out of 16 counties of Maine
represented
• Average distance travelled (one way):
97 Km ~ 60 miles

Forest products

Maximum (Km)

Minimum (Km) Mean (Km)

Sawlogs

322

3.5

95

Pulpwood

322

3.5

109

Hog fuels

200

19

94

Woodchips

240

3.5

93
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Results
Major challenges to the forest trucking sector in Maine:
Location/availability of markets
Cost of fuel and maintenance
Difficult geographic conditions
Lack of skilled drivers and operators
Condition of roads
Truck turn-times at harvesting and processing facilities
Legal allowable payload
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Background
& goals

• Analyze field level suggestions from closely related
stakeholders to solve challenges

• Gain an in-depth
understanding of
stakeholders’
perceptions of the
problems related to
trucking
• Identify possible
measures to resolve
them.

Methods
Qualitative case study:
•
•

Semi-structured interview
Interview protocol
- 50 questions
(13 major with 4 probing each)

• Four themes:
- Outlook of trucking
- Challenges
- Possible solutions
- Applicability in Maine

•

Participant selection
- Criteria

• Saturation (Guest, 2006)
•

NVivo 11
- Based on themes

Results
Participants description:
Stakeholder categories
Foresters
(company based and consultant)
Truck owners/contractors

2 (All regions = 2)

28

Professional society representative 2 (South = 1, All regions = 1)

25

Procurement managers
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• 13 Semi-structured interviews
- Average of 51 minutes
•
•

Number of participants (by sub Average
regions of Maine)
experience
5 (Central = 3, North =1, South = 1) 30

Age: 36 to 74 years
All male and Caucasian

4 (North = 3, South = 1)

Results
Services
• Hiring trucking services through contractors
Employee benefits:
• Truck drivers’ benefits (trucking companies):
- Health insurance
- Paid leaves and vacation plans
- Discount for wood products

• Actual motivation was different

“… there should be enough
to make a person sit on that
giant (log trucks) and drive
on rough terrain, all day.”
(Forester)

Results
Outlook of forest trucking business:
• Positive signs
- Increased weight limit
- Drastic drop in oil price
- Increased trucks demand
- Space for new business to enter in the market
• Negative signs
- Quest for drivers
- Very tight profit margin
- High owning and operating costs
- Trend of moving high volume of wood to make profit

Major challenges and suggestions
Shortage of drivers
Suggested solutions
Good benefits, proper training, more vocational
schools.
More extension activities; showing young generation
the modern technologies currently used in forest
trucking
US forest service and Department of Transportation,
as lead organizations to attract youths
Change in payment methods to truck drivers from
load based to hour based
Ownership sharing mechanism to drivers (giving
certain percentage of truck shares)
Flexible time schedule and independency to drivers

Favoring stakeholder group (s)
All

Developing a well maintained and disciplined
trucking fleets

Professional society and forester

All

Forester and professional society
Forester
Forester and procurement manager
Forester and professional society

“…the forest service, DOT to
promote truckers as a highly
skilled profession is one of
the best thing we can do.”
(Forester)

Major challenges and suggestions
Present market condition of the state
Suggested solutions

Favoring stakeholder group (s)

New technologies, new investments,
and marketing new products

All

Opportunities to negotiate with new
markets which was not accessible
before
Favorable policies for startup
businesses and subsidies in certain
products
Attracting new investors; showing the
potentiality of the state in terms of
forest products

All

Trucking contractors and procurement
managers
All

“…we will get through this.
Maine is very resilient state, we
have dealt with lot of issues in
the past, take spruce-budworm
outbreak.”
(Procurement manager)

“Maine has a forest-based
economy; we need to become a
business-friendly state. Policies
should be in favor of startup
forestry businesses”
(Trucking contractor)

Major challenges and suggestions
Road conditions
Suggested solutions
More federal and state budget for maintenance of
public roads
Avoiding public roads (not interstate highway) as
much as possible due to aesthetic issues
East to west interstate highway in Maine

Favoring stakeholder group (s)
Procurement managers and
Foresters from North
Forester and Professional society
representative from South
Professional society

Different measures to clean truck tires before
entering public roads
Straight forest roads as much as possible

Professional society and Foresters
from south
All

Minimize repeated maintenance of private forest
roads by constructing them properly at the
beginning
Not increasing legal allowable payload in interstate
highways to insure public safety and minimize
impacts on the roads

Trucking contractors and Foresters

Foresters and Professional society

“…for safety we must
remember that my wife and
daughter drive on that road.
Big companies might have
different views because if
they can haul more amount
of woods with same amount
of fuel then it can be
profitable for them. But they
also want to be safe. “
(Forester)

Major challenges and suggestions

• Other challenges
- Backhaul: concentration landings; dynamic trucks; proper coordination
- Turnaround time: addition of more cranes and self-loading trucks
- Seasonal: adopting new innovations, using trucks for other works
- Dispatch issues: separating harvesting and trucking

Conclusions
•

Trucking is a challenging business to operate.

•

Decoupling trucking from harvesting could be productive.

•

Constant collaboration among forest products companies,
contractors, and foresters is important to resolve supply chain
issues like trucks dispatching, turnaround times, and backhauling.

•

Coordination with public and policymakers for issues related to
public road conditions and safety is vital for better trucking business.

Contd…
• The location and availability of markets and manpower shortage were the
biggest challenges at present for Maine.
• Suggestions like increasing benefits and extension activities for manpower
shortage.
• Marketing of new forest products and adjustment in state level policies for
forest products market condition of the state.
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Thank you
Contact: Anil Raj Kizha
anil.kizha@maine.edu

